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Abstract:
Health is important in many areas of life, both for people and companies. Healthy conditions will enhance work arousal and work
ability and other abilities. With the rapid development of banks in Indonesia, among others, marked by the number of emerging
banks, it is necessary a supervision of these banks. In this case Bank Indonesia as the central bank requires a control over the banks
to know how the financial condition and business activities of each bank. Bank policies issued and implemented by Bank Indonesia
are basically aimed at creating and maintaining health, both individually and banking as a system. The health or financial and nonfinancial condition of the bank is in the interest of all parties concerned, whether the owners, managers (management) of the bank,
the community using bank services (customers) and Bank Indonesia as the supervisory authority of banks and other parties. The
condition of the bank may be used by such parties to evaluate the bank's performance in applying prudential principles, compliance
with applicable regulations and risk management. The development of the banking industry, especially the increasingly complex and
diverse products and services will increase the risk exposure facing banks. The problems that arise in the general public is the
absence of tools or information system applications how carannya know that the bank where they save the funds is the bank in a
healthy condition. Referring to these issues we will create a Prototype Application of Banking Health Assessment Using Camels And
Rgec Methods, the source of data to be used comes from the data of banking financial statements by OJK informed to the public. Our
research is a kind of applied research (Applied Research). The results can be directly applied to solve the problems encountered. In
this research will be made Prototype Application of Banking Health Assessment Using Camels And Rgec Method With Utilization
of Data Financial Reports of OJK Banking. The results of the prototype of the application is expected to be used to measure the
health of a bank.
Keywords: Banking Financial Statements OJK, OJK, Banking Health Assessment Information System, Camels Method, RGEC
Method.

1.

Introduction
Health is important in many areas of life, both
for people and companies. Healthy conditions will
enhance work arousal and work ability and other
abilities.
With the rapid development of banks in
Indonesia, among others, marked by the number of
emerging banks, it is necessary a supervision of these
banks. In this case Bank Indonesia as the central
bank requires a control over the banks to know how

the financial condition and business activities of each
bank.
Bank policies issued and implemented by Bank
Indonesia are basically aimed at creating and
maintaining health, both individually and banking as a
system. The health or financial and non-financial
condition of the bank is in the interest of all parties
concerned, whether the owners, managers
(management) of the bank, the community using
bank services (customers) and Bank Indonesia as the
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supervisory authority of banks and other parties.
The condition of the bank may be used by such
parties to evaluate the bank's performance in
applying prudential principles, compliance with
applicable regulations and risk management. The
development of the banking industry, especially the
increasingly complex and diverse products and
services will increase the risk exposure facing banks.
Changes in bank risk exposure and implementation
of risk management will affect the bank's risk profile,
which in turn results in overall bank conditions.
The legal basis for the Rating of Bank
Soundness issued by Bank Indonesia, namely:[5]
1. Legal Basis I Law no. 10 Thn 1998, Banking
Act.
2. Legal Basis II of Law no. 3 Thn 2004, Central
Bank Law.
The problems that arise in the general public is
the absence of tools or information system
applications how carannya know that the bank where
they save the funds is the bank in a healthy condition.
On the basis of these problems are expected to
be a tool or information system that will provide
information as clear as possible about the health of
banking where their funds are stored.
Within the scope of the problem, we are
focusing on creating an application prototype that
will provide information as clearly as possible about
the health of the banks, where their funds are kept.
And the purpose of this study is to create an
application prototype that can process data obtained
from the financial statements of the bank OJK [6]
and produce quality output from the assessed
banking.
From the results of this study is expected to:
1. Can provide information about the quality of
the assessed banking.
2. Can be used as a reference to decide which
bank will be used to save funds.
3. Can be used also by agencies or individuals
who have the same problems.
2. Theory And Method
2.1. Understanding Bank Health[1]
According to Bank Of Settlement, banks can
be said to be healthy if the bank can exercise control
over capital aspects, assets, earnings, management
and liquidity aspects.
Definition of Bank Health according to Bank
Indonesia in accordance with RI Law no. 7 Year
1992 Regarding the banking Article 29, the Bank is
said to be healthy if the bank complies with the
Bank's health requirements with respect to the
aspects of Capital, Asset Quality, Quality of

Management, Quality of Rentability, Liquidity,
Solvency, and other aspects related to the Bank's
business. Parties interested in bank health
The bank's health is in the interest of all parties
concerned, because the failure of the banking system
will have a negative impact on the economy. The
parties concerned in the financial statements consist
of external parties and internal parties.
The internal party consists of:
a.
The management, concerned and in dire need
of financial information for the purpose of
controlling
(controlling),
organizing
(coordinating) and planning (planning) a
company.
b.
The owner of the company, by analyzing the
financial statements the owner can assess the
success or failure of management in leading the
company.

a.

b.

c.

d.

External parties consist of:
Investors, require analysis of financial
statements in the framework of determining its
investment policy. For an important investor is
the rate of return (return) of capital that has or
will be planted in a company.
Creditors, concerned about returns / credit
payments that have been given to the company,
they need to know the short-term financial
performance (liquidity) and profitability of the
company.
Government, this information is very useful for
tax purposes as well as by other agencies such
as Statistics.
Employees, concerned with the financial
statements of the companies they work for
because their source of income depends on the
company concerned.

2.2. Change Period: CAMEL to CAMELS to
RGEC[2]

Figure 1: Cycle Period Method: CAMEL 
CAMELS  RGEC
CAMEL was first introduced in Indonesia since
the issuance of the February Package of 1991 on the
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prudential properties of banks. The package was
issued as a result of the policy package policy of 27
October 1988 (Pakto 1988). CAMEL developed into
the first CAMELS on January 1, 1997 in America.
CAMELS developed in Indonesia at the end of 1997
as a result of the economic and monetary crisis.
CAMELS analysis is used to analyze and
evaluate the financial performance of commercial
banks in Indonesia. The CAMELS analysis is
regulated in Bank Indonesia Regulation Number 6/10
/ PBI / 2004 concerning the rating system of Bank
Rating and Bank Indonesia Regulation Number 9/1 /
PBI / 2007 concerning the Rating System for
Commercial Banks Based on Sharia Principles.
Then issued PBI no. 13/1 / PBI / 2011[3] and
Bank Indonesia Circular Letter No. 13/24 / DPNP as
of January 2012 replaces the old method of bank
health assessment by CAMELS method with RGEC
method. The CAMELS method has been in effect for
almost eight years since the issuance of PBI no. 6/10
/ PBI / 2004 and SE No.6 / 23 / DPNP [4]. With the
issuance of the latest PBI and SE, the CAMELS
method is no longer valid, replaced by a new model
that requires Commercial Banks to conduct selfassessment of Bank Soundness using Risk-based
Bank Rating (RBBR) risk either individually or
consolidated.
2.3. CAMEL Method
The indicators on CAMEL are very simple,
they are:
1. The "Capital" valuation uses only one measure,
that is CAR (Capital Adequacy Ratio) that is
"Ratio of capital to risk-weighted assets";
2. Assessment of "Quality Assets" based on the
quality of bank earning assets by using two
indicators: "The ratio of earning assets
classified to earning assets" and "Ratio of
allowance for uncollectible accounts to
classified earning assets";
3. The "Management" assessment uses 250
questions, which include capital management,
asset management, general management,
profitability management, and liquidity
management;
4. Rating "Earning" uses two measures of ROA
(ratio of profit to total assets) and BOPO (ratio
of Operating Expenses to Operating Income);
and
5. The "Liquidity" rating using the LDR is "the
ratio of credit to funds received" and "Net call
liabilities ratio to current assets"

In addition to the above quantitative
calculations, the CAMEL method takes into account
other factors, namely the implementation of small
business loans (KUK); implementation of export
credit granting; violation of the provisions of the
Legal Lending Limit (LLL); and Violation of Net
Open Position (NOP). In addition, the soundness of
the bank will be reduced to "unhealthy" if there are
internal
disputes,
outside
interference
in
management, "window dressing" or financial
engineering, "bank in bank" practices, and financial
difficulties resulting in suspension or withdrawal of
its participation in clearing.
2.4. CAMELS method
Bank Indonesia Regulation number 6/10 / PBI /
2004 and Bank Indonesia Circular Letter No.6 / 23 /
DPNP dated 31 May 2004 in CAMELS lead to
internal company performance measures, ranging
from Asset Quality, Management, Earning Power,
and Liquidity, and Sensitivity to Market Risk.
The assessment system with these 5 factors is often
called the CAMELS Rating System.
CAMEL assessment in general is as follows:

Figure 2: Rating of bank soundness based on
CAMELS method, Source: banker news.com
2.5. RGEC Method

Figure 3: Rating of bank soundness based on RGEC
method, Source: banker news.com
In accordance with the Regulation of Bank
Indonesia Number 13/1 / PBI / 2011 concerning the
Rating of Commercial Banks [3,4,5] Banks are required
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to conduct a Bank Rating based on the Risk-based
Bank Rating. The Bank's Rating of Bank Rating is
performed on an individual or consolidated basis.
The stages of the bank's assessment of RGEC
may be called the bank's health assessment model
that is loaded with risk management. According to
BI in the PBI, the Bank Management should
consider the following general principles as the basis
for assessing Bank Rating: Risk Oriented,
Proportionality, Materiality and Significance, and
Comprehensive and Structured.
The way of calculation on RGEC - compared
to CAMELS method - is significantly different
relative to component "R", that is Risk Profile.
Now, Risk Profile is relatively more
complicated because it uses a two dimensional
matrix. Formerly - that means with CAMELS - we
can directly know the value of the rank (score
between 1 to 5) if already know the value of the
indicator. But now, there are other aspects to
consider before getting the final score for the
indicator. For example, the "core debtors' ratio to
total credit" of a bank is ....%. The first stage is the
same as the CAMELS method of determining the
rank if the indicator value is known. An example
explanation for some assessment indicators for
Credit Risk factors can be seen in the following
figure.

Figure 4: Matrix of assessment indicators for Credit
Risk factors
However with the new method (RGEC), the
value of the ratio has not yet determined its final
value. We must see how the implementation of bank
risk management is related to the concentration of
credit scores on the big debtors. Suppose the bank
has fenced off the risk with all its policies,
procedures, SOPs, or risk control techniques, it may
be that the score for the indicator is improving, or
not rated "3rd" as CAMELS does. As an illustration,
we see the picture below.

Figure 5: Quality of Risk Management
Implementation
Risk Profile Factor Assessment is an
assessment of the inherent Risk and Quality of Risk
Management implementation in the Bank's
operational activities. Inherent Risk Assessment is an
assessment of the Risks inherent in the Bank's
business
activities,
both
quantifiable
and
unambiguous, that may potentially affect the Bank's
financial position. The Bank's inherent Risk
Characteristics are determined by internal and
external factors, including business strategy, business
characteristics, product complexity and Bank
activities, industries in which the Bank conducts
business activities, as well as macroeconomic
conditions.
So for "Risk Profile", we use two dimensions,
ie the value of factor and risk rating before
determining the final rating. Or in other words, the
value of an indicator is a function of its indicator
value and the quality of risk management associated
with the indicator. This is the essence of a new bank
health assessment, which is the quality of risk
management. Aspects of "Risk Profile" includes 8
(eight) types of Risk that is:
1.
Credit Risk, using 12 assessment indicators
2.
Market Risk, using 17 assessment indicators
3.
Operational risk, using 15 assessment
indicators
4.
Liquidity Risk, using 11 assessment indicators
5.
Legal Risk, using 13 assessment indicators
6.
Strategic Risk, using 10 assessment indicators
7.
Compliance Risk, using 5 assessment
indicators, and
8.
Reputation Risk, using 10 assessment
indicators.
Assessments for other factors, ie factors "G, E,
and C" are generally the same as those with previous
CAMELS. Until finally, the composite rating of the
bank's health rating is reached.
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coding in a programming language. In designing a
system can not be separated from the analysis. [9]

Figure 6: Composite rank matrix of bank soundness.
Figure 7: Research Concept
2.6. Types of research
Our research is a kind of applied research
(Applied Research). The results can be directly
applied to solve the problems encountered. In this
research will be made Prototype Application of
Banking Health Assessment Using Camels And Rgec
Method With Utilization of Data Financial Reports
of OJK Banking. The results of the prototype of the
application is expected to be used to measure the
health of a bank.
2.7. Method of collecting data
Data collection methods used in this study are:
[7]

1.

2.

3.

Method of observation. Observation or direct
observation of the object of research.
Observation technique is done by structured
observation by preparing the list of data and
data source needs
Library study methods, data collection methods
obtained by studying, researching, and reading
books, information from the internet, journals,
theses, thesis related to this research.
Source data taken from data provided by OJK,
on OJK website.

3. Result And Discussion
3.1. System planning
System design determines how the system will
meet these objectives[8], in this case: hardware,
software, network infrastructure; user interface,
forms and reports, as well as special programs,
databases, and files that will be required. System
design is an advanced stage of system analysis where
the system design described system to be built before

3.2. Deployment Diagram
Deployment diagram is a diagram that can
provide an explanation of how various physical
elements compile and run the system within a
network formed[9]. The established network
architecture is a collection of nodes in the form of
hardware and software that configure runtime
software components with processors and other
tools. Deployment describes the details of how
components are deployed in the system
infrastructure, where components will be located (on
machines, servers or pc), how networking
capabilities are in those locations, server
specifications, and other things that are physical. A
node is a server, workstation, or other hardware
used to deploy components in the true environment.
Relationships between nodes (eg TCP / IP) and
requirements can also be defined in this diagram. In
this information system there are components that
support the running of Application of Banking
Appraisal are:
1.
Database is where the data stored processed
application.
2.
Applications used to retrieve data or input data
from OJK, then performed data processing, and
the data is stored into the database.
3.
Server and Client Workstation as device in the
form of PC used to access Application of
Banking Appraisal.
4.
The printer used to print the report.
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3.4. Construction Interface
This section will explain the implementation or
display construction of the Prototype Application of
Banking Health Assessment Using Camels And Rgec
Method With The Utilization Of OJK Banking
Financial Report Data. To explain the construction
results will be given from each view, be it input,
output, navigation and page views on the prototype
built.
Figure 8: Prototype of Banking Rating System
Information
3.3. Architectural Infrastructure Design
This stage will explain the form or design of the
Banking Appraisal Application so that it can present
information relating to the valuation of the banking.
The design of infrastructure Prototype Application of
Banking Assessment is as follows:

Figure 10: Application Prototype
Figure 10 shows the application of banking
health assessment, for example data from PT BANK
MANDIRI (PERSERO), Tbk, and in figure 11
below example data of 2013 and 2014.

Figure 9: Infrastructure Design
Figure 11: Choice of Year Data

Figure 12: Banking Health Assessment Report_1
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Figure 13: Banking Health Assessment Report_2
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Figure 14: Banking Health Assessment Report_3

Figure 15: Banking Health Assessment Report_4
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Figure 16: Banking Health Assessment Report_5
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Figure 17: Banking Health Assessment Report_6
4.

Conclusion
Based on the results of research that has been
done, then in this study can be drawn conclusion as
follows:
1. Based on the research that has been done then
it can be concluded that this research goes well,
in applying CAMELS and RGEC method in
giving assessment to banking.
2. The result of this research is Prototype
Application of Banking Health Assessment
Using CAMELS And RGEC Method With
Utilization of OJK Banking Financial Report
Data, and can be developed into a better
application.
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